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PARAMETER IN HIGH TEMPERATURE SUPERCONDUCTORS 

Richard A. Klemm 
Materials Science Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439 

USA email: richard - klemm@qmgate . an1 . gov 

Abstract 

One of the most elusive topics in the study of high 
temperature superconductors (HTCS) is the orbital symmetry of 
the superconducting order parameter A. The low temperature T 
behavior observed in many experiments suggests that A might 
exhibit line nodes, as expected for d 2, 2 orbital symmetry. 
However, such behavior also arises from intrinsic proximity 
coupling and surface states, etc. The paramagnetic Meissner 
effect, once cited as indirect evidence for a d-wave A, was recently 
observed in Nb. Some phase-sensitive Josephson junction 
experiments gave strong evidence for a substantial isotropic, or 
s-wave, component to A, whereas others supported the above d- 
wave form. However, such experiments are intrinsically 
unreliable in experimental geometries with sample corners, or 
with meandering grain boundary junctions and stoichiometry 
inhomogeneities. Finally, the pseudogap observed recently in 
underdoped HTCS could arise from a charge-density wave. 

X Y  

I. Introduction 

Ten years ago, I was at a conference on Valence Fluctuations 111 

Bangalore, when the announcement of the discovery of the high temperature 
superconductors (HTCS) was made internationally. Since the transition 
temperature Tc was clearly higher than in conventional low TC supercon- 
ductors, many prominent theorists proclaimed that not only was Tc high, 
but that everything about these new HTCS must also be new. Generally, it 
was assumed that the key to understanding the superconducting state was to 
first understand the "normal" state, the state of conducting holes at temper- 
atures T >Tc. In addition, many thought it best to discard all books on super- 
conductivity, since these new materials were considered to be so different 
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from the "boring" low Tc materials, that it would easier to understand them 
unhindered by the details of existing materials. 

For theorists and experimentalists alike, this was a godsend. Practically 
anybody who put several elements (including Cu and 0) together into a fur- 
nace got an important new material. Theorists had a field day exploring all 
sorts of exotic theories of superconductivity. Since many of the early theories 
didn't give a Meissner effect, the standard flux quantum, singlet pairing, or 
stable states in weak magnetic fields H, experiments rapidly ruled them out. 

On the other hand, one class of somewhat less exotic theories was in 
pretty good agreement with many experiments on HTCS. Most prominent of 
these were theories based primarily upon the Coulomb interaction. Regard- 
less of the details, such repulsive interaction models always predicted that the 
symmetry of the superconducting order parameter A would be a particular d- 
wave form, exhibiting d 2, 2 orbital symmetry. Such a A would have quasi- 
particle energy spectra exhibiting line nodes on the Fermi surface. It has four 
clover-leaf sections, two of which are opposite in sign to the other two, and 
A, which is actually only defined in momentum space, is assumed to lock 
onto the crystal lattice, with the lobe maxima pointing along the Cu-0 bond 
directions. This is different from A in the standard BCS theory, which is s- 
wave, or isotropic in form, arising from the attractive interaction generated by 
the exchange of two phonons (or possibly other bosons). 

Many theorists then encouraged experimentalists to search for d-wave 
superconductivity in the HTCS. Since most were wearing "d-wave glasses", 
when they found a new experimental result, they claimed evidence for d- 
wave superconductivity. Here we examine the available evidence, paying 
particular attention to the difficulties that can arise in trying to determine the 
symmetry of the order parameter in real, complicated materials. 

X Y  

11. Phase-Insensitive Experiments 

In many experiments, the order parameter is not probed directly, but 
the overall integrated spectrum of quasiparticle excitations is probed in a 
global sense, by examining the low T thermodynamic properties of the 
materials in question. Such measurments are sensitive to the details of the 
quasiparticle density of states (DOS), which are quite different for an s-wave 
and a d-wave superconductor. For an s-wave superconductor, the quasipart- 
icle spectrum has a constant gap of magnitude 2 I AS I over the entire Fermi 
surface. Thus, the DOS vanishes below Tc for energies within 2 I AS I of the 
Fermi energy EF. For a superconductor with the d 2 2 order parameter, A(k) -Y 



= Adcos2qk, where ka = kFcosqk, and kb = kFsinqk, N(E) is linear in I E I for 
I E/Ad I <el. Such behavior is also characteristic of a layered superconductor 
with one layer per unit cell. 

This linear N(E) for a superconductor with line nodes of A is manifest 
in power law dependences of the low T thermodynamic properties. For 
example, the low T specific heat at constant volume Cv(H=O,T) theoretically 
behaves as T2 as T approaches 0, whereas for an s-wave material, it behaves 
as exp[-As/k~T]. In addition, the magnetic penetration depth hab(T) in the 
Meissner state ought to theoretically deviate from a constant at T=O by a term 
proportional to exp[-As/kgT] for a BCS superconductor, whereas for a super- 
conductor with line nodes of A, it ought to deviate from a constant at T=O by a 
term proportional to T. Unfortunately, the HTCS are not consistent. In 
YBa2Cu307-5 (YBCO), hab(T)-hab(O) is linear in T [l], as expected for line 
nodes, but Cv(H=O,T) is also linear in T [2], as expected for a superconductor 
with a finite fraction of normal metal present at T=O. Also, Shottky anom- 
alies are present in the very low T Cv data, complicating the analysis [21. 

In some of the HTCS, the Fermi surfaces are more complicated. In 
YBCO, there are three Fermi surface pieces, two for the Cu02 planes, and one 
for the CuO chains. Under the commonly held assumption that the super- 
conductivity originates within the Cu02 planes, the proximity effect can 
operate on a microscopic scale. That is, the CuO chains, while nominally 
normal, can be induced into the superconducting state via their proximity to 
the nominally superconducting Cu02 planes. Correspondingly, the 
nominally normal CuO chains are somewhat destructive to the 
superconductivity in the Cu02 planes. This intrinsic proximity effect 
modifies the form of the DOSN(E), the degree of modification depending 
upon the interlayer coupling. A simplified version of this model is the SN 
model, in which the two superconducting CuO2 are treated as one ( S )  layer, 
and the CuO layer is treated as a normal (N) layer [3,4]. 

The result of theoretical studies of this SN model is that for 
intermediate coupling strength, it is possible to fit the linear low-T behavior 
of hab(T) observed in single crystals of YBCO for s-wave superconductivity, 
just as well as for d-wave superconductivity [3]. However, there is another 
complication, relating to the c-axis transport. Measurements of ha(T), hb(T), 
and hc(T) have all been made on the same, untwinned single crystals [l]. In 
these experiments, both ha(T) and hb(T) have linear low-T behaviors, even 
though their values are rather different. On the other hand, &(T) has a much 



weaker low-T variation. It is really difficult to fit all three h components 
quantitatively with either s-wave or d-wave superconductivity, and it is hard 
to tell which A form would fit the combined data sets better [3]. 

In addition, calculations of the SN model have not been carried out for 
the low-T specific heat, but would be expected to change the low-T behavior 
drastically from the ordinary BCS result. Similar inconclusive results are also 
obtained for the low-T dependence of the spin relaxation rate l /T i  in nuclear 
magnetic resonance experiments. 

An additional thermodynamic set of experiments involve the 
transverse magnetization [5], in which H is applied in the ab plane, the 
sample is rotated about the c-axis, and the magnetization transverse both to 
the field and the rotation axis is measured. In the non-linear penetration 
depth, nodes in A ought to give and anisotropy of the transverse 
magnetization. Although a small anisotropy was observed in a rectangular 
sample, no evidence for nodes in A were observed in a disk-shaped sample. 
Thus, the sample corners can greatly complicate the analysis, and most likely 
led to misinterpretations of the field angle dependence of the 
magnetothermal resistance [6]. 

111. Paramagnetic Meissner Effect 

Ordinarily, type-II superconductors exhibit a Meissner effect for fields 
below the lower critical field Hcl(T). Not only is the zero-field cooled (ZFC) 
magnetic susceptibility x(T) diamagnetic, the field-cooled (FC) x(T) is also 
diamagnetic, theoretically approaching -1 /4n at T=O. However, it was reported 
[7] that some polycrystalline samples of Bi2Sr2CaCu208+6 (BSCCO) exhibited 
a paramagnetic Meissner effect (PME), in which the FC x(T) > 0, and 
sometimes x(T) - 1/4n. In addition, in some samples exhibiting the PME, the 
field dependence of the microwave absorption (MWA) was found to be 
anomalous, exhibiting a (W-shaped) double minimum curve instead of the 
ordinary (U-shaped) single minimum curve [7]. This behavior was thought 
by some to be an intrinsic manifestation of d-wave superconductivity [83. The 
argument was that for a d-wave superconductor consisting of c-axis aligned 
connected grains, A on opposite sides of the grain boundaries could be of 
opposite sign, resulting in a n-junction, in which the phase shift of the 
Josephson current across the grain boundary junction would be n. For loops 
consisting of an odd number of such n-junctions, a spontaneous current 
opposite in direction to that imposed by the diamagnetic shielding of the 



external magnetic field would appear, leading to an overall PME. It was 
argued that this mechanism could account for a large PME, as well as for the 
anomalous MWA [SI. 

However, it was reported and confirmed [9] that a PME was also 
observed in some samples of Nb. Upon polishing the top and bottom 
surfaces, however, the PME disappeared. As evidenced by the disappearance 
of a foot in the ZFC x(T), the top and bottom surface of the PME exhibiting Nb 
samples had either a higher or a lower Tc value than did the bulk. 
Nevertheless, the T and H dependence of M(T) and M(H) in the PME- 
exhibiting Nb samples appeared strikingly similar to that observed in the 
PME-exhibiting BSCCO samples. Although observation of the anomalous 
MWA has not yet been published in Nb [lo], examination of the occurrence of 
the effect in some PME-exhibitng BSCCO samples strongly suggests that the 
effect should only occur over the limited temperature range in which 
dx(T)/dT e 0 [7]. For Nb, this would be in a narrow region about 0.1-0.2 K 
wide, about 0.2-0.4K below Tc [9]. In any event, the observation of the PME in 
some inhomogeneous samples of Nb, thought to be an s-wave superconduc- 
tor, strongly suggests that the occurrence of the PME in some inhomogeneous 
samples of BSCCO most likely is also unrelated to d-wave superconductivity. 

IV. Phase-Sensitive Experiments 

Unlike the phase-insensitive experiments, in which the magnitude of 
A could be probed via the low-T behavior arising from the DOS, Josephson 
junctions can be used to investigate the phase of A. There have been three 
basic types of such experiments to date. In the first of these, a superconduct- 
ing quantum interference device (SQUID) consisting of two Josephson junc- 
tions was constructed by placing Pb atop Au layers on the sides of single cryst- 
al of YBCO, and connecting the junctions with a conducting wire [Ill. By at- 
taching current leads and applying a magnetic field through the area enclosed 
by the wire, the critical current versus magnetic flux enclosed in the SQUID 
could be measured. Two such SQUIDS were prepared: with both junctions 
on the same side of the YBCO single crystal, and with the two junctions on 
adjacent sides of the crystal, with a YBCO sample corner separating the junc- 
tions. It was found that both SQUID measurements gave fairly linear Ic(B) 
patterns, although the finite thickness of the single crystal did not allow for 
the Ic=O limit to be taken. Nevertheless, it was assumed that a linear 
extrapolation to Ic=O could be taken, and the results obtained in this manner 
showed that for the side SQUID, IC tended to extrapolate to zero for zero flux 



quanta @o enclosed in the SQUID. For the corner SQUID, however, the linear 
extrapolation appeared to give @0/2 flux trapped in the SQUID, which was 
cited as evidence for a .n-phase shift of A on the two sides of the YBCO single 
crystal. If A were interpreted as d-wave, then its phase would have to be pre- 
served across the many twin boundaries on each side of the crystal. It was 
also assumed that the sample corners did not preferentially trap any magnetic 
flux, which was argued to be questionable [12]. However, it was shown later 
in attempting to reproduce the above experiment using YBCO thin films, that 
the linear extrapolation of Ic(B) to Ic=O was improper [13], since for low IC 
values, Ic(B) became strongly non-linear, so that the extrapolation to Ic=O 
resulted in a spurious shift of @0/2, sufficient to make an s-wave supercon- 
ductor appear d-wave, and vice versa. This is really just an example of a self- 
field effect, in which the current in the wire itself generates a field that has to 
be added to the applied field [14]. Hence, that and related experiments were 
demonstrated experimentally to be completely unreliable in estimating the 
sign (and hence the phase) of A. 

In a second set of experiments by the same unrepentant group [151, a 
single junction was formed either on the edge or around the corner of a 
twinned YBCO single crystal, using a layer of Au thick enough to produce 
SNS junctions. Again, it was dubiously assumed that no ill effects from the 
corners (such as anomalous flux trapping, which has been frequently observ- 
ed to occur in such geometries [16]) could be safely assumed without any 
experimental checks. By applying a field parallel to the junctions and the c- 
axis, the Ic(B) patterns for the two types of junctions could be compared. Since 
the pattern on the side junction resembled a standard Fraunhofer diffraction 
pattern, with a central maximum at B=O, and the pattern observed in the 
corner junctions generally gave a central minumum at B=O, the results were 
touted as strong evidence for d-wave superconductivity in YBCO. However, 
this geometry is notorious for giving rise to flux trapping problems, as first 
noticed in Sn [16]. Since the corner junctions were designed to be equally 
staddling the corners, the corners necessarily appeared in the center of the 
junctions. Now, this topology maps precisely into that studied in square, 
conventional SNS junctions, with a controlled amount of trapped flux 
present in the junctions [17]. As observed with Pb/Al/Pb junctions, when a 
single vortex entered (or exited) one of the two S layers, and exited (or enter- 
ed) via the N layer, the position of the monopole vortex could be determined 
precisely by applying a field parallel to the junction, and mapping out Ic(B). It 
was found that when the monopole vortex was outside the junction, a stand- 
ard Fraunhofer diffraction pattern ensued. However, when it was at the junc- 



tion center, a node at B=O in IC-B) occurred, and the overall Ic(B> pattern was 
precisely [17] as calculated for a d-wave superconductor in the corner junction 
experiment [E]. In fact, very recent sQUID microscope images of the edge of a 
lightly twinned YBCO single crystal have been presented in public, exhibiting 
large amounts of trapped flux lying in the ab planes [18]. Thus, the entire 
experiment on YBCO could easily have just been measuring flux trapped at 
the corner, lying in the ab plane of YBCO, and emanating out the normal Au 
layer inside the junction. Recently, suggestions for eliminating such 
geometrical problems have been made [19]. 

Another type of YBCO/Pb SQUID experiments were performed [131, 
using thin films of YBCO and Pb, with Ag forming the junctions between 
them. The SQUIDs were prepared by depositing YBCO on the substrate, rotat- 
ing the substrate by 450, milling the YBCO with Ar, depositing Ag, oxidizing, 
further milling to remove the oxide with Ar, and then depositing the Pb [131. 
By attaching current leads and preparing two types of SQUIDS, symmetrical 
SQUIDs in which the YBCO/Pb junctions were parallel to each other, and 
asymmetrical SQUIDs, in which they were rotated by 900 with respect to each 
other. A SQUID microscope was built, and the YBCO/Pb SQUIDs were ex- 
amined for the presence of trapped flux. In addition, by reversing all of the 
currents and magnetic fields in the entire apparature (including the SQUID 
microsocope), it was possible to search for time-reversal obedience of the 
superconducting order parameter in the YBCO. By monitoring the linear 
Ic(B) patterns, and then reversing the currents and fields, it was determined 
that both types of SQUIDs were time-reversal invariant, and that the 
symmetric and asymmetric SQUIDs gave 0 and x-phase shifts, respectively, 
consistent with d-wave superconductivity [13]. 

This experiment appeared to be quite definitive, until further experi- 
ments by the same group appeared in preprint form [20]. In these later 
experiments, a series of YBCO/Pb SQUIDS were prepared, with the relative 
angles of the two junction directions being variable. Of the many SQUIDs 
prepared, 13 of them gave large enough IC values so that the time-reversal 
invariance could be tested. Of these 13, all were invariant under time 
reversal. However, examination of the details fo the SQUIDs showed two 
interesting properties. There were several pairs of SQUIDs in which the 
relative angles differed by 1800. In each of these pairs, one of the pair 
members showed a 0 phase shift, and the other a n phase shift. In fact, all 13 
of the SQUIDS were consistent with a p-wave polar state, since rotation by 
1800 gave a sign reversal (or a n: phase shift). Thus, it appears that there is 
most likely some problem with the Ar milling angles, which were sometimes 



giving 0 phase shifts, and sometimes n: phase shifts. Both s- and d-wave 
superconductors would be expected to be invariant under rotations of 1800, so 
the fact that these SQUIDS were not is a serious problem, requiring further 
study. To the strong credit of the researchers, however, they pointed out the 
problems with their experiments, so that improvements in the experimental 
design might be easier for subsequent experimenters to make [20]. 

In another set of YBCO/Pb Josephson junction experiments, the 
configuration was different, with the junction being prepared along the c-axis 
junction [21]. For a d-wave superconductor of the d 2 2 form, the Josephson 
critical current along the c-axis would involve an integral of the d-wave order 
parameter, which would vanish. However, these experiments found a size- 
able IC, with a beautiful Ic(B) pattern that fit the Fraunhofer pattern quant- 
itatively, with extremely narrow Fiske modes obtained by applying a voltage 
at the field values for which the Ic(B) pattern exhibited nodes. These exper- 
imenters investigated twinned and untwinned single crystals, and heavily 
twinned thin films. For untwinned single crystals, they found IcRn was 
about 30% of the Ambegaokar-Baratoff value expected for a BCS supercon- 
ductor. For twinned samples, IC was samller, but did not decrease propor- 
tional to the square root of the number of twin domains, as would be expected 
for a random distribution of twins, which is very likely to occur in thin films. 
These results have now been observed in three laboratories [XI, using slightly 
different experimental techniques. In addition, some junctions were prepar- 
ed along either the top c-axis or the edge (a/b-axis) of heavily twinned thick 
single crystals [XI, and the IcRn values obtained on the edges were only 
slightly larger than along the top, inconsistent with a predominantly d-wave 
superconductor. Very recently, these experimenters have been investigating 
c-axis YBCO/Pb junctions nearly equally straddling a single YBCO twin [21]. 
For the field perpendicular to the junction, they generally observe 
Fraunhofer-like Ic(B> patterns, but for the field parallel to the junctions, the 
patterns observed usually exhibit a central minimum at B=O. These experi- 
ments, if taken at face value, suggest that the s-wave component of the order 
parameter appears to change sign across the twin boundary. This would be 
consistent with a scenario in which the order parameter changed from d+s to 
d-s across a twin, but it would also be consistent with a purely s-wave super- 
conductor, with A vanishing at the twin boundaries. The experiments might 
also be explained by some patterns of trapped flux in the twins, which were 
generally at or near to the center of the junctions. 

The last set of phase sensitive experiments involving HTCS were grain 
boundary experiments [22-231. In the first experiments [22], a hexagonal grain 
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was prepared inside of a larger grain, the two grains atop a substrate, and 
rotated by an angle with respect to each other. The sides of the hexagon were 
subsequently removed by laser melting, and IC measured as a function of the 
grain boundary area. The grain orientations were chosen so that if A were d- 
wave, one would expect to see an alternation in IC with hexagon side number 
N. However, the observed Ic(N) was just linear, decreasing from a maxi- 
mum at N=6 to zero at N=O, consistent with an isotropic s-wave A, and 
inconsistent with a d 2, 2A. Similar experiments were performed with 
octagonal grains imbedded in larger grains, with the results again consistent 
with an s-wave A. Although it was predicted that such polygonal grain 
boundary structures would trap @ 0 / 2  flux 1241, only @o flux was observed [Z]. 

On the other hand, a number of tricrystal grain boundary experiments 
have been performed with YBCO, and the samples were investigated with a 
SQUID microscope for trapped flux [23]. In these experiments, the grain 
boundary angles were chosen in two configurations, one of which was chosen 
so as to give an odd number of .n phase shifts, and the other an even number 
of x phase shifts, assuming A were d-wave. As expected, the experiments 
found that their results were consistent with a d-wave A. However, sub- 
sequent to their expeirments, it has come to their attention (and to that of 
others) that the grain boundaries in both of these sets of grain boundary 
experiments are extremely crude, exhibiting huge amounts of meanderings 
on the scale of 10-100 nm [25]. The junctions can even twist, giving some 
amount of c-axis junctions [25]. It is presently not clear how such crooked 
grain boundaries can be trusted, since oxygen stoichiometry varies 
substantially at different facets [26]. However, similar experiments were 
performed on T12Ba2Cu06+6 (T12201), which is tetragonal. In that material, 
they also claim to have found strong evidence for d-wave superconductivity 
[23]. But, the nature of the grain boundaries in Tl2201 is still a mystery, so we 
really don't know how to evaluate those experiments at present. 

X Y  

V. Charge-Density Waves 

Very recently, the observation of an apparent pseudogap in the 
electronic spectrum of underdoped cuprates has attracted a great deal of 
interest [27-291. In underdoped BSCCO, angle resolved photoemission 
spectro-scopy (AWES) experiments showed that underdoped compounds 
develop a pseudogap with apparent d-wave symmetry below T*>Tc. In 
optimally and in overdoped compounds, T* is difficult in these 



measurements to distinguish from Tc, but in underdoped compounds, T* 
increases with underdoping, whereas Tc decreases with underdoping, causing 
T*>>Tc in greatly underdoped materials. Some workers ascribed this to 
superconducting fluctuations in the pseudogap region Tc<T<T* [30]. 
However, all evidence to date pertaining to this T regime is entirely 
consistent with the presence of a charge-density wave (CDW) [31]. 

Unfortunately, to date an accurate theoretical model of CDW 
formation does not exist. Most theories assume that the Fermi surface 
exhibits perfect nesting, which allows for a nesting wavevector Q = 2 k ~  to open 
up a gap in the normal state quasiparticle spectrum along the nesting 
wavevector direction below TICDW, the incommensurate CDW transition 
temperature [31]. Below TICDW, the system would exhibit a Peierls 
transition, becoming an insulator. While this situation applies quite well to 
one-dimensional (1D) metals, it does not describe the layered (2D) systems for 
which experiments have long been available: the wavevectors involved vary 
continuously across the Fermi surface, and the regime below TICDW can 
appear to be even more metallic than above TICDW. In fact, transport, 
thermodynamic, and spectroscopic measurements of certain layered 
superconductors in the T regime Tc<<T<T1c~w resemble the underdoped 
cuprates in the pseudogap regime strikingly [32-341. 

The best model systems for comparison of the physical properties with 
the underdoped cuprates are the 2H transition metal dichalcogenides [311, 
especially 2H-TaSe2 and 2H-TaS2. Also relevant are 2H-NbSe2, which is the 
only material in which the coupling between the CDW and the supercon- 
ductivity has been probed, since T<Tc<T1c~w can easily be reached. How- 
ever, more spectroscopic data is available on the former two. These materials 
have ICDW transitions at 122 K and 75 K, respectively [32-331. The evidence 
for such ICDW formation is direct: Electron diffraction [32], x-ray diffraction 
1321, neutron diffraction 1351, and scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) [MI, 
all of which agree with each other. Although neutron diffraction [35] showed 
233-TaSe2 to also exhibit a commensurate transition at TCc~w=90K, little 
evidence for this transition in other measurements was seen. As for the 
underdoped cuprates 128-291, the resistivity in the ab plane [33] and the magne- 
tic susceptibility (H I I c) [32] decrease below TICDW. In addition, the resistiv- 
ity along the c-axis increases [33], appearing to exhibit insulating behavior, just 
as in the underdoped cuprates [31]. Recent neutron scattering evidence for 
superlattice formation in a cuprate [36], while interpreted as evidence for 
stripe formation [30], is actually direct evidence for CDW formation, which 
may be either 1D or 2D in nature. However, the AWES studies of the 
pseudogap in underdoped BSCCO have shown that the quasiparticle 



spectrum exhibited a peak, followed by a dip, and then a subsequent rise, as 
the photoelectron energy was decreased below EF [27]. Precisely the same 
behavior has been seen below the commensurate CDW transition in IT-TaS2 
[37], and strikingly similar behavior has also been seen in 2H-TaSez [38]. 
Recent unpublished ARPES studies of this material [39] have indicated that 
the CDW pseudogap extends over a wide range of states, which in the normal 
state above TICDW, are extended over a wide region in the Brillouin zone 
(BZ), just below EF. The opening of the pseudogap in this system [38-391 is 
strikingly similar to that in BSCCO [27], for which the pseudogap is maximal 
at the (x ,  0) point in the 2D BZ. This pseudogap is also extremely anisotropic, 
varying from a maximum value on the order of 25 meV to zero, remarkably 
similar to that in BSCCO. However, in 2H-TaSe2, Tc = 0.2 K [32,40], so it is 
clear that at 20K, the temperature of the ARPES measurements, that the 
pseudogap [40] has nothing to do with superconductivity. Hence, it is likely 
that the pseudogap observed in underdoped cuprates is also unrelated to 
superconductivity. Most likely, it is instead the result of CDW formation. 

Finally, I return to the question of whether the pseudogap in 
underdoped cuprates might be related to superconducting fluctuations [30]. 
Before CDWs were discovered in the transition metal dichalcogenides, it was 
found that intercalation of 2H-TaS2 with the organic molecule pyridine raised 
Tc from 0.6 K to 3.5 K [411. Measurement of x(T) in TaS2(pyridine)l/2 for the 
field normal to the layers [42] showed a decreasing x(T) with decreasing T, 
and was first interpreted as evidence for superconducting fluctuations 
extending out to lOTc [42]. However, subsequent discovery of CDW 
formation [32] in the unintercalated host material 2H-TaS2, followed by 
transport and thermodynamic measurements [43] in 2H-TaS2 and 
TaS2(pyridine)l/ 2 showed that the preliminary x(T) measurements [41] were 
made on incompletely intercalated 2H-TaS2 [43], for which the CDW was not 
completely suppressed. Subsequently, the fluctuation diamagnetism in fully 
intercalated TaS2(pyridine)l/ 2 showed that the data agreed quantitatively 
with that for dirty Pb/n  alloy, with the fluctuations extending only out to 2Tc 
at best 1441. Thus, it is quite likely that similar misinterpretations of 
superconducting fluctuations over a wide T range have been made in the case 
of the underdoped cuprates [30]. 
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